Mercedes Benz of Arlington

Team leader job description (supplement)

Summary/Objective

The Team Leader perform all the duties of a technician with the addition of following responsibilities.

Essential Functions

- Proactively provide support to technicians performing difficult diagnosis or repair.
- Work with the dispatcher to address repeat repairs issues to ensure a quality repair is completed.
  - Reviewing with the technician where errors were made for continued growth.
- Address technicians with issues of tardiness and frequent absences.
- Ensure technicians stay productive throughout the work day.
- Ensure technicians use appropriate PPE while in the workshop.
- Be a constant example of safety, quality, efficiency and professionalism in the shop.

Other Duties

Please note this job description is not designed to cover or contain a comprehensive listing of activities, duties or responsibilities that are required of the employee for this job. Duties, responsibilities and activities may change at any time with or without notice.